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Welcome to babyhood Australia

Creating innovative, award winning designs that support busy parents everyday with clever, safer  

solutions to the joys and challenges of parenting. We have an extensive range of solutions to offer  

parents for all the different needs for you and your baby.

Our nursery collections include beautiful real timber cots that are fully tested to the toughest Australian  

Standards, by the Australasian Furnishing Research and Development Institute (Furntech-AFRDI) an  

independent not-for-profit technical organisation providing standards, testing and product certification.  

Furntech-AFRDI is accredited by the National Association of Testing Authorities, Australia as a public  

testing service compliant with the requirements of ISO/IEC 17025:2005. There are very few test facilities  

worldwide, that boast such stringent test methodologies and so parents, can be rest assured that our  

products are rigorously tested to be the safest, when they are tested by Furntech-AFRDI.

We aim to create solutions for parents that have longevity and support a more

sustainable footprint on our earth, so we leave the earth in better shape for our children. We do this by  

creating products that “grow” with your children. When creating these products it is important that they  

are made from real materials that a strong like European beechwood and organic cottons. Our designs  

can only be realised to their full potential and use with quality products. So we don’t cut corners and we  

use sustainable real materials and textiles that are built to last.

The entrepreneurs behind the babyhood brand have over 30 years’ experience in the nursery products  

industry and over 15 grandchildren of their own – so we genuinely understand that raising our children  is 

one of the most important roles we will ever undertake. So we passionately strive to deliver innovative  

quality products – we make it safer, simpler, easier and more affordable for parents to focus on creating  

beautiful moments for their families.

Safety, quality and innovation . . . because we care

See our full range of baby furniture online at

www.babyhood.co.za



A sleep space truly magical

kaylula  

Bella Cot

Bella Cot makes your precious baby the star of the nursery as the cot is designed with  

acrylic panels to showcase your baby and is framed with a modern European beechwood  

accent on each end.

Whilst Bella is beautiful picture frame for your baby in their nursery, it continues to be  

functional for you with great features like babyhood’s famous single hand dropside and a  

2-level base adjustment.

You know it is created with love as it continues to grow with your baby as it includes a  

toddler conversion kit, providing your baby with a safer transitioning space to a single bed  

and better value for you.
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Wake up to see the world

kaylula

Sova Clear Cot

A world first, the Kaylula Sova Clear Cot is a revolution in cot design and concept,  

made with sustainable European beechwood. Featuring unique clear panels which  

allow your baby to wake free as bird each morning and see straight out into the  

world ahead.

This versatile cot evolves - so you have a life time of use as the cot grows with your  

little one from babyhood to adulthood.

Best of all, it Includes lockable wheels and an adjustable base height, so you have  

easier access to your baby.
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Growing with bub in style

kaylula

Sova Classic Cot

The Kaylula Sova Classic Cot is a revolution in cot design and concept, made  

with sustainable European beechwood.

This versatile cot evolves-so you have a life time of use as the cot grows with your  

little one from babyhood to adulthood.

It includes lockable wheels and an adjustable base height. It is the perfect cot for  

safe sleep settling as it fits through a standard doorway.
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A scandinavian inspired modern cot

Riya Cot A Scandinavian inspired modern cot that not only looks stylish in any contemporary designer  

nursery but is good to you. Unlike other Scandinavian styled cots, the Riya 5 in 1 Cot has  

babyhood’s famous smooth single hand drop side - so no heavy bending for you.

It is made with sustainable clear grade A New Zealand plantation timber and has a 2 level  

adjustment. This modern spindle designed cot grows with your baby from birth to toddler, so  

it will last for years to come, with all the conversion accessories included - so it is great value  

for you and your family.
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Simply elegant and great value for money

Lulu Cot If you are looking for an elegant cot, packed with great features at a hot price, look no further –

the babyhood Lulu Cot has babyhood’s famous smooth single hand internal dropside – so no  

heavy bending and trying to stretch across the length of the cot – so it is better for your back.

It is made from clear A grade New Zealand plantation timber, has a 2 level base adjustment  

and lots of great features in a large cot, at a fantastic price. Now you don’t have to settle for  

cheap quality cots from no named brands – something special and something safe, at a price  

that will save you money.
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It’s hip to be square

Milano Cot For the ultimate modern parent who likes straight clean lines with a little accent detail in a  

quality finished real timber cot. The Milano Cot makes a modern statement of quality in any  

nursery, at an afordable price.

Better for you and your baby as it is made with sustainable clear grade A New Zealand  

plantation timber.

Ergonomically designed to save your back with babyhood’s famous smooth single hand  

internal drop side, 2 level adjustment and includes BPA-free discrete teething rails and  4 

x lockable wheels for your convenience.
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Kaylula  
Co Sleeper  
Cradle

You can now safely co-sleep with your baby in the Kaylula Co-Sleep Cradle. You can  

choose to use the cradle in the nursery or at your bedside or wheel it around as a bassinet  

through the house during the day so baby is always in arm’s reach of you.

It has an adjustable dropside that can be moved up or down depending upon your  

proximity to your baby and most importantly is safer as it always ensures a firm barrier.

Unlike other co-sleeping products, the unique panels allow visibility for you and your baby  

and air flow for full breathability for your baby. And it’s adjustable legs ensure that you have  

your baby at the optimal height for your bed, and a secure safe strap to attach to your slats  

on your base for safety.

Our toy bar is easily removable for sleep time in accordance with the medical expert’s  

recommendations.

kaylulaby
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Aussie Collection

Toys 6” & 12” Blankies Playmats

A beautifully designed collection crafted with beautiful details and with  
much love for our Aussie outback animals (koala & kangaroo).

We use all new luxurious and engaging textiles to ensure you can help  
your toddler explore, discover and learn through sensory experiences.
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The ultimate sleep system

Cosy Crib +  
Sleep Positioner

Standard or  
Cotton

Organic Cotton

The babyhood Breathe Eze™ Cosy Crib is an essential sleeping pod for you and  

your baby.

The Breathe Eze™ firm fiber construction provides your baby with a secure, safe,  

allergy and dust mite resistant environment to cuddle and sleep. It is fully machine  

washable so you always have a hygienic sleeping pod for your baby. It is firm with  

no excessive fabric so it reduces the risk of SIDS, making it a safe sleeping pod for  

your baby.

Used together with the babyhood Sleep Positioner, this sleep system will provide  

you with the confidence to also have a good night’s sleep.

Sleep positioner sold seperately.

The Cosy Crib is available in cotton blend and organic cotton in a variety of prints  

and plain colours.
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Australia’s most comfortable  

Feeding Chair

Vogue Feeding  
Glider Chair  
& Ottoman

Why rock in a conventional rocking timber chair when you and baby can glide  

effortless with a gliding motion that is more natural and soothing for you and baby.  

babyhood’s Feeding Glider Chairs are designed to offer optimal support to your  

body whilst feeding baby every 2-4 hours each day - without comprising on style.

Ice Grey  

Faux Leather

Charcoal Fabric 

(Teflon Coated)

Milk White  

Faux Leather
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Grows with your child up to 45kg

Kaylula
Ava Forever  
High Chair

A fully adjustable high chair that grows with your child, as it comes with easily  

interchangeable seat and foot plates and multiple height adjustments as your baby  

grows. Best of all, we have included an easily adjustable and removable push button  

timber tray with 2 position adjustability and a BPA free easy click on and off washable  

plastic food tray.

Designed to be safer for your child, the Ava High Chair includes a discreet safety bar, 5  

point harness and specially designed stability legs (front and back) to ensure they are as  

safe as can be, reducing a tipping hazard.

For your baby’s comfort, it comes with washable luxurious seat and backrest liner, so no  

need to buy additional accesories.
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kaylula
Tommer Bouncer

A luxurious pod especially for your baby to blissfully bounce and play with you  

by their side or enjoy some calming downtime.

With no batteries needed, this bouncer has no EMS emissions, so it is a natural  

little pod for baby to grow their imagination, with the cutest hanging timber safari  

toys.

The bouncer easily folds flat for a perfect compact fold – so it is ready for all the  

family adventures you can dream off.

The European beechwood frame is strong so it is suitable from newborn to the  

earlier of 9kgs or 6 months of age and then once your toddler is mobile, then  

suitable until earlier of 18kgs or 3 years old.
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Travel Bassinet Baby’s often need the security and comfort of a familiar sleep space and  

busy parents are often on the go. To ensure we meet all your needs we have  

introduced the Travel Bassinet.

It offers you the convenience of a safe sleeping pod for your baby, with all the  

comforts of a luxury sleep space – for compact spaces or parents on the go.

The bassinet can be used throughout your home and is especially convenient  

for compact spaces, like beside your bed for those first few newborn months.  

It has a unique breathable aero mesh mattress which is safer for your baby  

and the luxury woven textiles come off for washing, making it a more hygienic  

option. The cocoon shaped bassinet has greater breathable zones with mesh

sides and a safer zip off mesh mosquito net, which can be removed when used  

indoors
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The unique super lightweight design delivers a complete all-round solution for parents  as 

this inline stroller is suitable twins or even multiple age children. With various  

configurations as your family grows. The unique frame design even allows for the toddler  

to be seated in upper front position ensuring your toddler can still enjoy the view.

With one seat that does it all, from a bassinet for your newborn to a full seat.

Adjustable handle Rain Cover 3 Section Canopy Sun Drape
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Air Compact  
Stroller

For all your fun filled family adventures (and sometimes the mundane grocery shopping)  

we have everything you need in a compact, one hand open and fold stroller, that is super  

light.

The unique super lightweight design delivers a complete all-round solution for parents, on  

the go with a feather lightweight of 5.7kg! (excluding wheels)

It is newborn ready with a reclinable seat or you can use it with your infant capsule – as it  

is travel system compatible.

The seat includes luxury features for your baby including a larger seat for growing  

toddlers, beautiful luxury washable textiles, leatherette bumper bar and handle bar,  

storage basket for your shopping needs and a carry bag for travelling as it is cabin  

friendly.
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Air Mini  
Stroller

Our latest Air Mini Stroller delivers the ultimate solutions for parents on the go. The lightweight  

take me anywhere design is easy to use with functions that make quick trips and holidays with  

kids, a real pleasure. Featuring the latest in dual action folding style, the compact backpack  

size stroller is suitable from birth to 18kg – so you can whisk your baby away anytime for a  

getaway.

The large 3 panel hood with extendable sunshade means that baby has the best protection  

from the elements. The foldable sunshade is easily stored under the hood when not in use.

The Air Mini Stroller includes a compact storage basket which is easy to access from the rear  

or the front (once footrest is raised). The stroller includes a compact travel bag which has  easy 

to carry handles or can be thrown of your shoulders backpack style. When traveling the  stroller

can be collapsed and carried in the bag or pulled along with the bumper bar extended.

Black Marina Nero
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For that extra piece of mind

Bambino Dormire  
Portacot

The award winning safer option in portacots as it is fully tested to AS/NZS  

2195:2010 Requirements for Folding Cots.

It comes with a deluxe mattress so you do not need to put your baby at risk  by 

adding an additional mattress. It can be zipped up to a bassinet level for  

flexibility and convenience or used with just the portacot level, so it grows with  

your child.

The fully mesh sides allow for full breathability very importantly, the mesh  

allows parents to keep an eye on baby, to ensure they are safe.
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Ergo Grouper 
Bath + Stand

It is large, with a wider and deeper size for chubby babies who love to 

splash and play and float gently into sleepy dreamland, before bedtime. It is 

also perfect for pairing with a babyhood bath support as it is deep enough to 

support bub on the bath support and still allow them to have lots of space to 

splash and play. It has a non-slip ripple so the bath is less slippery and 

baby feels safer and does not slip endlessly. It has easy grip handles 

making the bath easier for you to hold and carry. It has non slip rubber 

pads so it is stable and sturdy to use on the floor, on a counter top or on the 

Ergo Grouper Bath Stand. It has an easy to use drain hose and plug so no 

heavy lifting to empty the bath when bath time is over.
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Bath time is…fun time



Luxurious  
Breathe Eze  
Mattress  
Protector Sheet

Our focus has always been to create safer sleep spaces for babies. We have always  

been concerned about traditional mattress protectors that comprise breathability  

and feel awful to sleep on as they feel like sleeping on a plastic bag.

So now we have revolutionised the sleeping space by creating a safer mattress  

protector for your baby’s mattress that is amazingly luxurious for your baby to sleep  

on, in a flat sheet design.

Our Breathe Eze Waterproof Sheet is reversible with a plush grey textile on one  

side and a white textile on the other, so you can use it on either side as the water  

protection layer is built into the core of this technologically advanced textile.

Available in 2 sizes Small 38cm x 84cm and Large 70cm x 110cm
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Please ask about our famous babyhood breathable mattresses that are  

designed specifically to fit our cots.

Our Furniture

Sustainable high grade 

A timber for best  

quality and beautiful  

finish including New  

Zealand timber and  

German beechwood.

Kiln Drying to improve  

structural strength,  

durability and create a 

quality finish.

Efficient production and  

technology practices  

to reduce waste and

increase strength.

Multi mode cots to  

grow with your child  

from babyhood to  

adulthood and save  

you space and money.

Non-toxic paint that is  

independently tested,  

multi layered and  

uniformly applied in  

custom designed spray 

paint booths.

Single hand smooth  

drop side that is  

ergonomically  

better for your back  

and shoulders.

Independently tested to 

comply to world’s most  

rigorous standards and  

to Australian Safety  

Standards including  

testing by FURNTEC.

Designed with  

busy parents in

mind, featuring easy  

assembly with an allen 

key.



Did you know that your baby will spend up to 80% of their first year sleeping?

babyhood’s mattress range is designed to provide your baby with optimum orthopedic support for their  
delicate body and great breathability through the breathable fabrics keeping your baby comfortable and  

safe, in a firmer mattress - which is tested by leading experts to be always safer for your baby, than a  soft 
mattress that babies can suffocate in and may result in sudden infant death syndrome. So choosing  a 

good quality safe mattress is important.

Our Innerspring mattresses are:

• Safer for your baby.
• Tested to AS/NZS 8811.1 : 2013 - Mattress / Sleep Surface Test for firmness.
• Luxurious and supportive for optimal orthopaedic comfort.

• Comfortable for your baby.
• 10 Year manufacturer’s structural warranty on our innerspring ranges.

What is Breathe Eze Padding and Wadding?

All babyhood padding and wadding is made using heat bonded polyester fibre. Polyester fibre is a great  

form of padding and provides a firm and elastic sleeping surface for your baby.

Our breathe eze fibre is made from polyester which is a non-toxic , non harmful and a low VOC product.  
Polyester fibres are strong and the fibre size of our fibres are large, so they are non respirable and 

therefore prevent airborne fibre occurrence. This limits any chance of becoming a potential airborne  
pollutant and are therefore much better for your baby. The breathe eze fibre is not only breathable for  
your baby but dust mite and allergy resistant also, which is so essential for your precious baby.

There is no foam in our breathe eze fibre mattresses. We do not use foam in our breathe eze mattresses  
because it is toxic for baby, as it omits fumes which may impact on your baby’s respiratory system. We  
also do not use foam as it is highly combustible and often requires the addition of formaldehyde and

fire retardants.There are no fire retardants or formaldehyde in our mattresses as our breathe eze fibre is  
inherently flame retardant and does not flare up like other textiles.

Why heat bonding?

We use thermally bonded fibre as this process utilizes less chemicals and reduces your baby’s exposure

to harsh chemicals used in other chemical and petroleum methods of bonding. So there are no binders,
adhesives or blowing agents which may have significant health impacts over time.

babyhood’s Famous  

Breathable Mattress Range
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Breathe Eze Mattress
• Breathe eze bonded fibre pad.

• Cotton blend fabric.

• Allergy & dust mite resistant so good for babies prone to allergies.

• Removable cover for washing.

• Complies with Australian Standard AS/NZS 8811-1:2013 – Sleep Surface  

Test For Firmness.

• Available in cot, cradle, bassinet and custom made to suit most cot sizes for  

baby sleep spaces.

My First Breathe Eze Innerspring Mattress
• Breathe eze bonded fibre pad.

• 200 grams deluxe quilted cover.

• Innerspring mattress with corner guards to reduce entrapment.

• Bonnell springs with tempered steel frame.

• Allergy & dust mite resistant.

• Breathing side vents for airflow boost.

• Quilted both sides.

• Tested to Australian Standard AS/NZS 8811-1:2013 –Sleep Surface  

Test For Firmness.

• Available in 1200 x 600mm, 1295 x 690mm and 1310 x 750mm.

Orthopaedic Breathe Eze Innerspring Mattress
• Breathe eze bonded fibre pad.

• 200 grams deluxe quilted cover.

• Cotton fabric.

• Innerspring mattress with corner guards to reduce entrapment.

• Bonnell springs with tempered steel frame.

• Allergy & dust mite resistant so great for babies prone to allergies.

• Easy zip off cover for washing.

• Quilted both sides so very luxurious.

• Tested to Australian Standard AS/NZS 8811-1:2013 – Sleep Surface  

Test For Firmness.

• Available in 1295*690mm and 1310mm*750mm.

Bamboo Breathe Eze Innerspring Mattress
• Breathe eze bonded fibre pad.

• Innerspring mattress with corner guards to reduce entrapment.

• Quilted bamboo fabric zip off cover.

• Bamboo fabric is thermo regulating and cool in summer and warm in  

winter and gentle on sensitive skin.

• Bonnell springs with tempered steel frame.

• Hypoallergenic, anti-bacterial and anti-microbial for developing little lungs.

• Bamboo is more absorbent than cotton for a dry feel even after an  

accident as it wicks moisture away from baby.

• Machine washable cover for those little accidents.

• Tested to Australian Standard AS/NZS 8811-1:2013 –Sleep Surface  

Test For Firmness.

• Available in 1295*690mm.

Breathe eze fibre  

pad

Zip off  

cover

Zip off  

cover

Zip off  

cover

Quilted both  

sides

Quilted both  

sides

Hypoallergenic

Hypoallergenic  

Anti-bacterial  

Anti-microbial

Breathe eze fibre  

pad

Breathe eze fibre  

pad

Cotton cover

Bamboocover

Bonell spring 

system

Bonell spring 

system

Breathe eze fibre  

pad

Zip off cover

Bonell spring 

system
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